
Cahe Memory System

0.1 Introdution to ahe

The Speed of CPU v/s Main memory is typially 10:1. To ompensate

for this gate, a high speed Cahe memory (M1) of relatively small size

is provided between main memory (M2) and CPU, forming a (M1,M2)
hierarhy of memories. Some mehanism is provided in ahe so that the

aess tA of main memory is approximately equal to tA1
, the aess time

of ahe memory. So that the ahe hit ratio is lose unity. The hit ratio

of ahe memory is de�ned as for what perentage of the totals requests,

the data/instrutions were available in the ahe memory. Hene, if to-

tal read requests made to ahe were n and out of this for m requests,

the data/instrutions were already available in the ahe, i.e., it did not

require them to be fethed from RAM to meet this request, the hit ratio

is,

m

n
. (1)

Note that hit ratio is less than unity, but is lose to unity, almost 0.99

(99%) in most ases. This is possible beause the Data and instrutions

are pre-fethed in ahe. Due to the loality of referene (i.e. the next

data or instrutions are likely to be physially lose to the earlier) nature

of the programs other instrutions/data are likely to be found ahe.

Cahe is usually not visible to programmers. The approah is: One an

searh a desired address's word in a ahe for math; and does this for
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Figure 1: Memory Hierarhy.
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all loations in ahe simultaneously. Hene, it an hek the availability

of data in ahe in single lok yle.

Cahe size should be small, so that the average ost is that of RAM.

At the same time, the Cahe should be large enough so that average

aess time is lose to that of ahe.

The VAX 11/780 system omprised of a 8-KB general purpose ahe,

Motorola 68020 has 256 byte on-hip instrution ahe, the 8086 CPU

has 4 / 6 byte instrution ahe, the Intel Dual ore proessor has L1 :
512KB-2MB, L2 : 1-2MB. Instrution ahe v/s General Purpose ahe

has the di�erene that, while in the �rst, only instrutions an be ahed,

for the later the instrutions and data both an be ahed.

0.2 Cahe Working Priniple

When proessor attempts to read a word, its presene is �rst heked in

ahe. If found, it is delivered to proessor, else a blok of �xed number

of words is read into ahe whih ontains this word also. Simultaneously,

the word also is delivered to CPU. If the word was found in ahe, it is

ahe hit else it is ahe miss. The �gure 10 shows the relative position

of ahe memory.

b
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Figure 2: Cahe position with respet to CPU and memory.

0.2.1 Cahe Design

Let number of words in the RAM are 2n, eah addressable by an address

of n-bits, RAM is of M bloks. Word size may be 8, 16, 32, 64 bits.

Memory onsists �xed length bloks, eah of size K words(= 2w), and
total bloks M in the RAM are M = 2n ÷K. Cahe has size of m = 2r

bloks or lines. Eah line has 2w words followed with a tag �eld and a

ontrol-�eld. The ontrol �eld (also alled dirty bit) is to show line has

been modi�ed. A tag identi�es whih partiular bloks are presently in

ahe.
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Mapping Funtion: Sine lines in ahe, m ≪ M (bloks in RAM), an

algorithm is needed to map M to m. That determine what memory blok

oupies what ahe line. Figure 3 shows the address mapping in ahe,

while the �gure 4 shows �ow-hart for aessing a word from ahe.
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Figure 3: Address mapping.
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Figure 4: Flow-hart for Aessing a word.

There are three address mapping tehniques, namely, diret, assoia-

tive, and set assoiative.
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0.3 Diret-Mapped Cahe

In the diret mapped ahe eah blok maps to one and only one line in

ahe and that is �xed always. The mapping is expressed by:

i = j mod m

where, j is main memory blok number, m is total number of lines in the

ahe, and i is ahe line number to whih blok j of main memory is

mapped.

Let the the words address spae is n-bits. The RAM is divided into

�xed length K bloks eah of 2w words. A word may be equal to a byte.

The number of bloks in RAM = 2n/K = M = 2s (here s is number of
bits required to represent blok a number in RAM).

Let us assume that, m = 2r is number of rows in the ahe, eah of

size one blok = 2w words. The r is number of bits required for a line

number in the ahe. The address spae in RAM is illustrated in �gure 5.

w-bits

word addr.
in a block

n-bit address for all words

s = (n− w)-bits

Block address

r bits rows-r bits region adr.
adr.

Figure 5: Address Spae in RAM.

There is need of some kind of mapping between 2r lines in ahe v/s

2s number of bloks in RAM. This is beause only 2r out of 2s bloks

an be resident in the ahe. Note that a blok �ts exatly in a ahe line.

The Diret mapping is arried out as follows. If 2S mod 2r = 0, then
RAM is divided into 2s ÷ 2r = R Regions as follows:

Regions No. Blok Nos. in RAM Mapped Cahe lines

0 0, . . . , 2r − 1 0, . . . , 2r − 1
1 2r, . . . , 2.2r − 1 0, . . . , 2r − 1
. . . . . . . . .

R− 1 R− 1× 2r . . . R.2r − 1 0, . . . , 2r − 1

If 2s is total number of bloks in RAM, and 2r is number of lines in

ahe, with line size equal to blok size, i.e., 2w words, then ith blok of

RAM is mapped to jth line of ahe, so that j = i mod 2r. For example,
line (also alled row) 5 in ahe will hold one blok (5th blok) from only

one of the Regions out of 0, . . . , R−1. Thus, a row address orresponding
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to r bits from address �eld is a diret index to the blok position in a

Region. The address mapping is illustrated in �gure 6.
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Figure 6: Diret Address mapping.

For a math, the r bits (i.e., index, having value, say, 1011) is taken

from address �eld, and the tag �eld in row number 21011 of ahe is

ompared with the s−r bits of address �eld. If they mathed equal, then
it is ahe hit, else ahe-miss. The �gure 7 shows the address mapping.

total address space=2s+w

(s− r) Bits r bits w bits

The r bits acts only as index to a row in cache.

If the tag field of cache macthes with s− r bits of addr space for an index, it is hit.

It requires only one comparision per address in the direct mapped cache.

Figure 7: Address mapping.

We note that only one omparison is required to test for a hit. Hene,

the iruitry required for implementation is simple.

By losely observing this proess of diret mapped ahe we note a

serious limitation. For example, if there is frequent referene to same

blok number from di�erent Regions, it will require too many swapping

resulting the over all proessing to be slow. It is alled thrashing. Imag-

ine that two same blok number are required from two di�erent Regions,

say blok number 5, it would not be possible to aommodate them at

the same time in the ahe. This is beause in the diret mapped ahe

all the same number bloks from a Region are mapped to the same line

of ahe.
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Example 0.3.1 Diret Mapped Cahe.

Let n = 32, that is, 4GB size, w = 4. One blok size is K = 24 = 16
bytes. Number of total bloks = 232−4 = 228 = 256 million. Size of ahe

= 4MB, m = 4MB, number of lines in ahe = 4MB/16 bytes=222/24 =
218. Total no. of RegionsR = (total bloks)/(bloks in ahe)= 228/218 =
210. Hene, n = 32, w = 4, r = 18, s = n− w = 32 − 4 = 28. Tag size in

ahe is s− r = 28− 18 = 10.

Consider the address of RAM loation, in binary format, indiated

along with the bit positions, 0 to 31.

��������Address bits values���������

1 0 0 0.1 1 1 1.1 0 0 1.0 1 1 0.1 1 0 0.1 0 0 1.1 0 1 0.0 0 0 1
1 0 9 8.7 6 5 4.3 2 1 0.9 8 7 6.5 4 3 2.1 0 9 8.7 6 5 4.3 2 1 0
�������Address positions A31-A0�������-

We note that the word address in a blok is (A3 − A0) = 0001 =

1, line address (A21 . . . A4) = 2r − 1 = 01 0110 1100 1001 10102, Re-
gion address = A31 . . . A22 = 10 tag bits. The line address is ommon

for all the 210 Regions. Thus, if tag bits in the ahe for line num-

ber 01 0110 1100 1001 10102 mathes with the Region number address

A31 . . . A22, then this blok (A4 −A21) = 01 0110 1100 1001 10102, is in
ahe, else not. The line number in the ahe is expressed by i = j mod m
= (A31−A4) mod 218 = 1 0 0 0.1 1 1 1.1 0 0 1.0 1 1 0.1 1 0 0.1 0 0 1.1 0 1 0
mod 218 = 1 0 0 0.1 1 1 1.1 0. (The deimal point is to split into lots of

fours, and not a real deimal).

0.3.1 Blok Replaement Algorithm

The Objetive of blok replaement algorithm is that every request for

instrution/data feth from ahe must be met by the ahe. Bloks

transfer to ahe will improve the hit. Hit ratio = (total hits)/(total

attempts), whih should be lose to unity (normally > 0.99).

The objetive is partly ahieved by algorithm used for blok replae-

ment. What happens when request for loading new blok in ahe does

not �nd spae in ahe? One of the row (blok frame or line) is to be

moved bak to main memory to reate spae for new blok. The question

arises, Whih blok should be removed? An approah an be, the one

whih had remained in the ahe for a longest time, alled FIFO �rst

in �rst out algorithm. The approah is to transfer that blok whih was

used for a long times: LRU (least reently used) algorithm, or the one

whih is not frequently used: least frequently used algorithm. In Random
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time: algorithm, a random number is generated, and a blok is seleted

orrespondingly for removal, i.e., a random blok seleted.

A blok should be written bak to main memory only if it is hanged,

otherwise it an be over written in ahe as it idential opy exists there.

For eah row in ahe (it orresponds to a blok) a speial bit, alled,

stiky bit or dirty bit, is alloated. If the blok is modi�ed, this bit is set

else it remain reset. This bit helps to deide whether to write this line

bak to RAM or not.

0.4 Assoiative Cahe Memories

Many storage and retrieval problems require aessing ertain sub�elds

within a set of reords, what is John's ID no. and age?

Name ID number Age

--------------------

J. Smith 124 24

J. Bond 007 40

A. John 106 50

R. Roe 002 19

J. Doe 009 28

-------------------

The row 3 has no logial relationship to Jones? To �nd Jones it

requires to searh the entire table using name sub-�eld as an address. But,

that would be too slow. The assoiative memory simultaneously examines

all the entries. They are known as ontent addressable memories. The

sub�eld hosen is alled tag or key. Items stored in Assoiative memories

an be viewed as: KEY, DATA pairs.

Assoiative mapping Cahe Memories: A memory blok (0, . . . , 2s − 1)
of main memory an go (mapped to) anywhere (any line) in ahe. This

removes the drawbak of Diret mapped ahe. A Cahe of size 2r lines

(r bits address) may hold any 2r bloks out of total 2s bloks of RAM.

Larger is size of ahe, the larger number of RAM bloks it an hold

at any time. These ahe memories are alled fully assoiative ahe

memories.

Sine any 2r bloks out of total 2s bloks of RAM may exists in ahe,

we need a tag �eld of s bits along with eah line of ahe. Total address

spae is n = s + w bits, there are total 2s bloks in RAM, eah blok

having 2w words. Following are steps to �nd out if a blok number b = 2x

is in ahe:
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1. s bits from address spae are ompared (in parallel) with all the

tags of 2r lines of ahe.

2. The line in whih math ours, it holds the blok having required

word orresponding to the address �eld.

3. If no math ours with any tag of ahe, it is a ahe-miss, and

the required blok is fethed from RAM.

4. Otherwise, it is ahe miss and and the blok having the required

word will be loaded into the ahe.

0.5 Set Assoiative Cahe

If there are ten Cahe lines to whih a RAM loation are mapped, ten

ahe entries must be searhed. It takes power, hip area, and time.

Cahes with more assoiativity has fewer misses. The rule of thumb is

�Doubling the assoiativity, from diret mapped to 2-way, or from 2-way

to 4-way, has same e�et on hit ratio as doubling ahe.�

A set-assoiative sheme is a hybrid between fully assoiative and

diret mapped, and a reasonable ompromise between omplex hardware

(of fully assoiative) v/s simple of diret-mapped. The solution is set

assoiative ahe.

Consider a ahe of size 8 lines, and RAM of 32 bloks. If the ahe

is fully assoiative, the blok (say 12 number) an go into any of the 8

rows of ahe.

In a set assoiative ahe, the blok 12 will be mapped to a set in

the ahe. Set an be of size 1, 2, 4, 8 rows now. For two sets (eah of

4-rows), blok 12 will be mapped to a set, i.e., {1, 2}. Thus any blok x
of RAM an be mapped into any of the 4 lines of a set. This is alled

4-way set assoiative ahe.

If set is represented by u-bits in address �eld, then set number an be

found by index of u bits of address. The tag �eld of eah row = s−u bits.

Compromises: It requires omplex omparator hardware (to �nd the or-

ret slot) out of a small set of slots, instead of all the slots. Suh hardware

is linear in the number of slots (row in a set).

However, it provides �exibility of allowing up to N ahe lines per

slot for an N -way set assoiative. Figure 8 shows the addressing details

for set assoiative ahe memory system.

Algorithm to �nd ahe hit:
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1. Pik up the u bits out of total (s− u) + u of blok address; use the

u bits as index to reah to 2u th set in the ahe.

2. ompare(in parallel) the s−u bits from address �eld with tag �elds

of all the 2s−u
lines in that set.

3. If any math ours, it is hit, and line whose tag is mathed, has

the required blok. So the byte from that word is transferred to

CPU. Else, it is miss, and the blok is replaed from RAM.

Block address

Tag Index

block
offset

(s− u) (u) (w)bits bits bits
compared for hit

selects the set
as an index to the set no.

not required for comparison
as entire block is
either preset or absent in cache

Total word address = s+ w- bits = 2s+w

Figure 8: Set Assoiative Cahe memory addressing details.

0.6 Analysis

In fully assoiative, length of u is zero. For a given size of ahe, we

observe following:

� tag-index boundary moves to right

⇒ derease index size u

⇒ inrease number of bloks per set

⇒ inrease size of tag �eld

⇒ Inrease assoiativity

� Diret mapped ahe is set assoiative with set size =1.

� tag-index boundary moves to left

⇒ inreases index size u
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⇒ dereases number of bloks per set

⇒ dereases in size of tag �eld

⇒ Derease in assoiativity

0.7 Write poliy

When new blok is to be fethed into ahe, and there is no spae in ahe

to load that blok, there is need to reate spae in ahe. For this one of

the old bloks needs to be transferred to main memory. What blok is to

onsidered for this is deided as per the algorithms used.

If a line or blok frame is not modi�ed, then it may be over written,

as it does not require to update into RAM. If the blok is modi�ed in

RAM (possible when multiple proessors with multiple ahes exist or it

is modi�ed by devie) then ahe is invalid.

One of the tehnique to solve this problem is alled write through,

whih ensures that main memory is always valid. Consequently if any

hange has taken plae in ahe line, it should be updated into RAM im-

mediately. The disadvantage of this method is wastage of CPU-bandwidth

due to frequent updating of RAM. The advantage is, easier to implement,

ahe is always lean, read misses (in ahe) never lead write to RAM.

When write through takes plae, the pu stalls. To solve this, the

data is written to bu�er, before it goes to RAM.

write bak: The ahe is written (updated) into RAM only when blok is

to be removed from ahe to reate a spae in ahe and the dirty bit of

the ahe line is found set. This approah onsumes lesser pu-memory

BW for writes. However, it is suitable for servers (with multiple proes-

sors). The approah is also good for embedded appliations as it saves

power.

Shared memory Arhiteture: There are two main problems with shared

memory system: performane degradation due to ontention, and o-

herene problems. Multiple proessors try to aess the shared memory

simultaneously. Having multiple opies of data, spread throughout the

ahes, might lead to a oherene problem. The opies in the ahes are

oherent if they are all equal to the same value.
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0.8 Cahe oherene

The ditionary meaning of Coherene means, a stiking or leaving to-

gether; union of parts of the same body; ohesion. Connetion or de-

pendene, proeeding from the subordination of the parts of a thing to

one priniple or purpose, as in the parts of a disourse, or of a system of

philosophy; a logial and orderly and onsistent relation of parts; onse-

utiveness.

Coherene of disourse, and a diret tendeny of all the parts of it to

the argument in hand, are most eminently to be found in him. �Loke.

Figure 9 shows multiple ahes attahed to a single RAM memory

used as shared resoure. The sequene of operations may be: Client 1

modi�es the ahe 1, but does not write to main memory. This is followed

with, lient 2 aesses that memory blok from RAM whih was modi�ed

in the ahe 1. The result is invalid data aess by lient 2. This is due

to lak of oherene.

Client 1

Client 2

cache 1

cache 2

coherency

M
ain

M
em

o
ry

Figure 9: Multiple ahes using a shared resoure.

0.8.1 Ahieving oherene

Priniple of oherene: See the �gure 9. The lient 1 reads loation x,
modi�es it, and writes loation x. In between no other proessor aesses

x. This results to memory onsisteny, else not.

Following are the mehanisms for Cahe oherene.

Diretory-based oherene

Data being shared is plaed in a ommon diretory, whih ats as a �l-

ter through whih proessor must ask permission to load an entry from

the RAM to ahe. When entry is hanged, the diretory updates or

invalidates other ahes with that entry.
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Snoopy-bit

Individual ahe monitors address lines of RAM that have been ahed.

When write operation is observed in a loation x whose opy is within

ahe, then ahe ontroller invalidates its own opy of that loation x.

Snar�ng

Cahe ontroller wathes both address and data lines, and if RAM loa-

tion x gets modi�ed, the ahe updates its own opy of x.

The oherene algorithms above, and others maintains onsisteny

between all ahes in a system of distributed shared memory.

0.9 Snooping Protools

They are based on wathing bus ativities and arry out the appropriate

ohereny ommands when neessary. Eah blok has a state assoiated

with it, whih determines what happens to the entire ontents of the

blok. The state of a blok might hange due to: Read-Miss, Read-Hit,

Write-Miss, and Write-Hit.

Cahe miss: Requested blok is not in the ahe or it is in the ahe but

has been invalidated.

Snooping protools di�er in whether they update or invalidate shared

opies in remote ahes in ase of a write operation. They also di�er as

from where to obtain the new data in the ase of a ahe miss.

The State of the ahe may be Valid, Invalid.The events whih may

result to these states are: Read-Hit, Read-Miss, Write-Hit, Write-Miss,

Blok replaement.

In the event of Write-Invalidate and Write-Through the memory is

always onsistent with the most reently updated ahe opy. The other

approah of update is Write-Invalidate and Write-Bak.

0.10 Instrution Cahe, data ahe, Cahe

levels

The Harvard Cahe: It Separate data and instrution ahes. Allows

aesses to be less random. Both have loality of referene property.

Multilevel ahe hierarhy: Internal ahe, external ahe, L1, L2, L3,

et.
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Cahe Performane: The ahe performane is determined by Hit

Ratio and Average memory aess time. The Average memory aess

time is de�ned as follows:

Let th is Hit time, tmr is miss rate, and pm is miss penalty (i.e.,

number of loks missed), then average memory aess time is:

tA = th + tmr × pm (2)

Consider that tcc is number of CPU exeution yles for a given pro-

gram, tmsc is memory stall yles, and tc is one lok yle time. Then,

CPU time tcpu for exeution of this program is,

tcpu = (tcc + tmsc)× tc (3)

seonds.

Consider that memory stall yles are tmsc in n instrutions, Then

average miss penalty p is:

p =
tmsc

n
(4)

Whih is di�ult to alulate. So, we adopt other approah. Let total

misses are m, number of instrution during that time are n, total miss

lateny is ttml, and overlapped miss lateny is toml, the net miss lateny

is:

m

n
× (ttml − toml) (5)

The Overlapped miss lateny is due to out-of-order CPUs strething

the hit time.

0.11 Cahe Positioning

A ahe is always positioned between RAM and CPU. A programmer is

unaware of its position, beause the most part of ahe operation and

management is done by hardware and a very small by operating system.

Figure 10 shows the ahe Positioning.

0.11.1 Virtual to Physial Address Translation

In virtual memory system, the logial address needs to be translated into

physial address, before instrution/data is fethed.
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Figure 11: Cahe positioning.

For ahe memory this may be done by ahe itself (in that ase ahe

shall be fast) or by MMU (the ahe will have to wait till the address

translation is done).(see �gure 11).

In �gure 10, ahe itself is doing address translation, in seond (�g-

ure 11) address translation is done by MMU and ahe see only the phys-

ial address.

Exerises

1. Self test questions Diret mapped ahe:

(a) If two same blok numbers from two Regions are required in

the ahe, what is onsequene? That is, an they be present

same time in ahe?

(b) Does the CPU feth diretly from RAM, if ahe is full?

() A blok an be resident at how many alternate loations in

ahe?
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2. For set assoiative ahe, What are the e�et of:

(a) Index boundary max left?

(b) Index boundary max right?

() How far it an go left/right?

(d) What is best position of index boundary?

3. A blok-set-assoiative ahe onsists of a total 64-bloks divided

into 4-blok sets. The main memory onsists of 4096 bloks, eah

onsisting of 128 words.

(a) How many bits are there in a main memory address?

(b) How many bits are there in eah of the TAG, SET, and WORD

�elds?

4. A 2-way set assoiative ahe memory uses bloks of four words.

The ahe an aommodate a total of 2048 words from main mem-

ory. The main memory size if 128K × 32.

(a) Formulate all the required information to onstrut the ahe

memory.

(b) What is size of the ahe memory?

5. Let us onsider a memory hierarhy (main memory + ahe) given

by:

� Memory size 1 Giga words of 16 bit (word addressed)

� Cahe size 1 Mega words of 16 bit (word addressed)

� Cahe blok size 256 words of 16 bit

Let us onsider the following ahe strutures:

� diret mapped ahe;

� fully assoiative ahe;

� 2-way set-assoiative ahe;

� 4-way set-assoiative ahe;

� 8-way set-assoiative ahe.

(a) Calulate the struture of the addresses for the previous ahe

strutures;

(b) Calulate the number of bloks for the previous ahe stru-

tures;
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() Calulate the number of sets for the previous set assoiative

ahes.

6. A ahe memory is usually divided into lines. Assume that a om-

puter has memory of 16 MB, and a ahe size of 64 KB. A ahe

blok an ontain 16 bytes.

(a) Determine the length of the tag, index and o�set bits of the

address for: a. Diret Mapped Cahe, b. 2-way set Assoiative

Cahe, . Fully Assoiative Cahe

(b) Assuming a memory has 32 bloks and a ahe onsists of

8 bloks. Determine where the 13th memory blok will be

found in the ahe for: a. Diret Mapped Cahe, b. 2-way Set

Assoiative Cahe, . Fully Assoiative Cahe

7. Consider a mahine with a byte addressable main memory of 216

bytes and blok size of 8 bytes. Assume that a diret mapped ahe

onsisting of 32 lines is used with this mahine.

(a) How is the 16-bit memory address divided into tag, line num-

ber, and byte number?

(b) Into what line would bytes with eah of the following addresses

be stored?

0001 0001 1001 1011

1100 0011 0010 0100

1010 1010 0110 1010

() Suppose the byte with address 0001 0001 1001 1011 is stored

in the ahe.What are the addresses of the other bytes stored

along with this?

(d) How many total bytes of memory an be stored in the ahe?

(e) Why is the tag also stored in the ahe?

8. In a ahe-based memory system using FIFO for ahe page re-

plaement, it is found that the ahe hit ratio H is unaeptedly

low. The following proposals are made for inreasing H :

(a) Inrease the ahe page size.

(b) Inrease the ahe storage apaity.

() Inrease main memory apaity.

(d) Replae the FIFO poliy by LRU.

Analyse eah proposal to determine its probable impat on H .
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9. Consider a system ontaining a 128-byte ahe. Suppose that set-

assoiative mapping is used in the ahe, and that there are four

sets eah ontaining four lines. The physial address size is 32-bits,

and the smallest addressable unit is the byte.

(a) Draw a diagram showing the organization of the ahe and in-

diating how physial addresses are related to ahe addresses.

(b) To what lines of the ahe an the address 000010AF16 be

assigned?

() If the addresses 000010A16 and FFFF7Axy16 are simulta-

neously assigned to the same ahe set, what values an the

address digits x and y have?

10. Disuss brie�y the advantages and disadvantages of the following

ahe designs whih have been proposed and in some ases imple-

mented. Identify three nontrivial advantages or disadvantages (one

or two of eah) for eah part of the problem:

(a) An instrution ahe, whih only stores program ode but not

data.

(b) A two-level ahe, where the ahe system forms a two level-

memory hierarhy by itself. Assume that the entire ahe sub-

system will be built into the CPU.

11. A set assoiative ahe omprises 64 lines, divided into four-line

sets. The main memory ontains 8K blok of 64 words eah. Show

the format of main memory addresses.

12. A two-way set assoiative ahe has lines of 16 bytes and a total

size of 8 kbytes. The 64-Mbyte main memory is byte addressable.

Show the format of main memory addresses.

13. Consider a 32-bit miroproessor that has an on-hip 16-Kbyte four-

way set assoiative ahe. Assume that the ahe has a line size of

four 32-bit words. Draw a blok diagram of this ahe showing

its organization and how the di�erent address �eld are used too

determine a ahe hit/miss. Where in the ahe is the word from

memory loation ABCDE8F816 mapped?
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